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Yeah, reviewing a ebook Fracking Is A Variety Of Environmental Rape Abetted By The Law Governor Corbetts Pennsylvania Inc could go to your near contacts listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, feat does not suggest that you have wonderful points.
Comprehending as capably as covenant even more than additional will give each success. next to, the broadcast as skillfully as perception of this Fracking Is A Variety Of Environmental Rape Abetted By The Law Governor Corbetts Pennsylvania Inc can be taken as capably as picked to act.

This edited book explores the use of surfactants in upstream exploration and production
(E&P). It provides a molecular, mechanistic and application-based approach to the topic,
utilising contributions from the leading researchers in the field of organic surfactant
chemistry and surfactant chemistry for upstream E&P. The book covers a wide range of
problems in enhanced oil recovery and surfactant chemistry which have a large importance
in drilling, fracking, hydrate inhibition and conformance. It begins by discussing the
fundamentals of surfactants and their synthesis. It then moves on to present their
applicability to a variety of situations such as gas injections, shale swelling inhibition, and
acid stimulation. This book presents research in an evolving field, making it interesting to
academics, postgraduate students, and experts within the field of oil and gas.
A riveting portrait of a rural Pennsylvania town at the center of the fracking controversy
Shale gas extraction—commonly known as fracking—is often portrayed as an energy
revolution that will transform the American economy and geopolitics. But in greater
Williamsport, Pennsylvania, fracking is personal. Up to Heaven and Down to Hell is a vivid
and sometimes heartbreaking account of what happens when one of the most momentous
decisions about the well-being of our communities and our planet—whether or not to extract
shale gas and oil from the very land beneath our feet—is largely a private choice that
millions of ordinary people make without the public's consent. The United States is the only
country in the world where property rights commonly extend "up to heaven and down to
hell," which means that landowners have the exclusive right to lease their subsurface
mineral estates to petroleum companies. Colin Jerolmack spent eight months living with
rural communities outside of Williamsport as they confronted the tension between property
rights and the commonwealth. In this deeply intimate book, he reveals how the decision to
lease brings financial rewards but can also cause irreparable harm to neighbors, to
communal resources like air and water, and even to oneself. Up to Heaven and Down to
Hell casts America’s ideas about freedom and property rights in a troubling new light,
revealing how your personal choices can undermine your neighbors’ liberty, and how the
exercise of individual rights can bring unintended environmental consequences for us all.
A comprehensive guide to the technology, science, safety, and environmental assessment
and cleanup related to hydraulic fracturing for oil and gas resources Fracking:
Environmental Protection and Development of Unconventional Oil and Gas Resources
focuses on hydraulic fracturing related to oil and gas drilling, spills and leaks, and
environmental impacts, and the side-effects or unintended consequences of resource
extraction. The book starts with the history of oil and gas drilling associated with hydraulic
fracturing and explains the geologic and technical issues of fracking of tight formation. This
practical guide also describes the geology of petroleum hydrocarbon resources, as well as
the methods of verification for environmentally safe resource extraction. Numerous case
studies from the U.S. EPA and other agencies and universities are featured, showing safe
and appropriate resource extraction, as well as verified case studies where water resources
have been impacted by drilling and production activities. This important and timely book
concludes with a variety of background soil, vapor, and groundwater sampling methods to
minimize impacts and provide data to lower the chances of future environmental damage
and litigation. Monitoring and sampling programs during and after drilling and production
activities are explained, and cost recovery methods are described for when environmental
damages occur. Provides a better understanding of the controversy related to hydraulic
fracturing Covers hydraulic fracturing technologies, and the geology and chemistry of tight
shale and sandstone resources Features numerous case studies by the U.S. EPA and
other agencies Evaluates planning and sampling methods of minimizing environmental
impacts Explains remediation methods if environmental impacts are confirmed Includes
cost recovery techniques and data requirements for impacts from hydraulic fracturing
On the surface, fracking, or hydraulic fracturing, seems like a perfect solution to the

chapter includes a policy brief that summarizes the work and
country’s energy crises. It is a relatively easy and independent way to supply natural gas.
But controversies surround the practice. The process involved in fracking has been shown provides “key takeaways” to apply the findings to policy and
to be harmful to the environment and a threat to our public health. Do the benefits of
public discourse. Meaningful public engagement is critical in
fracking outweigh the costs? Can improvements be made to the process that would
limiting the negative implications of energy development, and
eliminate its dangers? Should the government get more involved in regulating fracking, or
understanding the social influences on and of energy systems is
should it be up to the people?
a cornerstone of addressing the climate crisis. As such, Energy
The Fracking Debate
Impacts is a significant work for students, scholars, and
Permitting Guidance for Oil and Gas Hydraulic Fracturing Activities Using Diesel Fuels
professionals working in sociology, education, geography,
Advanced Hydraulic Fracturing Technology for Unconventional Tight Gas Reservoirs
environmental studies, and public health. This material is
Justification, Evaluation and Critique in the Study of Organizations
based upon work supported by the National Science Foundation
How Fracturing Shale for Gas Affects Us and Our World
under Grant No. 1528422. Publication is also supported, in
Low Alloy Steel Susceptibility to Stress Corrosion Cracking in Hydraulic Fracturing
part, by Montana State University. Contributors: Ali Adil, Lisa
Environment
Creation-Crisis Preaching equips preachers and activists to
stand at the crossroads of church and society where they can
weave a prophetic and pastoral voice that speaks to the
ecological crises of our time. The discipline of homiletics
will be enriched and better equipped to speak to the
contemporary questions of the ecological crisis by focusing on
environmental justice issues, particularly those involving
women and the issue of shale gas drilling (fracking). Pastors
and activists will learn how to create messages that address
environmental issues with forthrightness and imagination.
Hydraulic fracturing, or "fracking" as it is commonly known,
refers to the practice of using liquids at very high pressures
to fragment rock, thereby allowing natural gas to be
harvested. This process increases energy resources but also
has some negative environmental impacts as well. This book
looks at the environmental impact. The first section looks at
fracturing and the water supply, the second section looks at
ecosystems and wildlife, while the final section examines the
possible effects on human ecosystems and human health.
The use of fracking is a tremendously important technology for
the recovery of oil and gas, but the advantages and costs of
fracking remain controversial. This book examines the issues
and social, economic, political, and legal aspects of fracking
in the United States. • Provides readers with a complete
historical review of the origins, development, and expansion
of the use of fracking • Explains the technical principles
related to the use of fracking in clear, nontechnical language
• Presents an unbiased review of the arguments for and against
the use of fracking for the recovery of oil and gas • Supplies
a summary of the history of the use of fracking in the United
States
Development of various energy sources continues across North
America and around the world, raising questions about social
and economic consequences for the places and communities where
these activities occur. Energy Impacts brings together
important new research on site-level social, economic, and
behavioral impacts from large-scale energy development.
Featuring conceptual and empirical multidisciplinary research
from leading social scientists, the volume collects a broad
range of perspectives to understand North America’s current
energy uses and future energy needs. Twelve chapters from
respected scholars in a variety of disciplines present new
ways to consider and analyze energy impact research. Focused
on varied energy topics, geographies, and disciplines, each
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Bailey-Davis, Nancy Bowen-Elizey, Morey Burnham, Weston Eaton,
Heather Feldhaus, Felix Fernando, Emily Grubert, C. Clare
Hinrichs, John Hintz, Richard Hirsh, Season Hoard, Tamara
Laninga, Eric Larson, Achla Marathe, Natalie Martinkus, Seven
Mattes, Ronald Meyers, Patrick Miller, Ethan Minier, Myra Moss,
Jacob Mowery, Thomas Murphy, Sevda Ozturk Sari, John Parkins,
Christopher Podeschi, Nathan Ratledge, Sanne Rijkhoff, Kelli
Roemer, Todd Schenk, Anju Seth, Kate Sherren, Jisoo Sim, Marc
Stern, Jessica Ulrich-Schad, Cameron Whitley, Laura Zachary
Fields of Political Contention in Hydraulic Fracturing
Regulatory Policy
Fracking and the Environment
By the Rasping in My Lungs Something Evil This Way Comes: The
Chronicle of an Independent Air Quality Field Researcher and
Activist Presenting a Perso
Summary of Two Workshops
When Fracking Comes to Town
Upon George Mitchell’s death in 2013, The Economist proclaimed, “Few
businesspeople have done as much to change the world as George Mitchell,”
a billionaire Texas oilman who defied the stereotypical swagger so identified
with that industry. In George P. Mitchell: Fracking, Sustainability, and an
Unorthodox Quest to Save the Planet, award-winning author Loren C. Steffy
offers the first definitive biography of Mitchell, placing his life and legacy in
a global context, from the significance of his discoveries to the lingering
controversies they inspired. Mitchell will forever be known as “the father of
fracking,” but he didn’t invent the drilling process; he perfected it and made
it profitable, one of many varied ventures he pursued for years. Long before
his company ever fracked a well, he pioneered sustainable development by
creating The Woodlands, near Houston, one of the first and most successful
master-planned communities. Its focus on environmental protection and
livability redefined the American suburb. This apparent contradiction
between his energy interests and environmental pursuits, which his son
Todd dubbed “the Mitchell Paradox,” was just one of many that defined
Mitchell’s life. Anyone who puts fuel in a tank or turns on a light switch has
benefited from Mitchell’s efforts. This compelling biography reveals
Mitchell as a modern renaissance man who sought to make the world a
better, more livable place, a man whose unbounded intellectual curiosity led
him to support a wide range of interests in business, science, and
philanthropy.
In the past decade, hydraulic fracturing ("fracking") has increased
dramatically in the Marcellus Shale region, which stretches over parts of
Pennsylvania, Maryland, Virginia, West Virginia, Ohio, and New York.
Fracking and related activities (mixing fracking fluids, transporting
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Energy Dynamics has developed a new chemical; this breakthrough unlocks precious resources, and
chemicals and wastewater, disposing of wastewater) have the potential to
obtained prior to conducting the underground injection of diesel fuels for
pollute surface water in a variety of ways, but it remains unclear how
hydraulic fracturing. The EPA, where it directly implements the program, as untold millions of dollars, buried beneath a local community’s feet. But as local farmers like
McNamara experience mysterious livestock deaths, will the breakthrough prove to be a dangerous
widespread a problem such pollution may be. Thus, the goal of this master's well as states and tribes with primary enforcement authority, must issue a
breakout of a toxic chemical? The second edition of McNamara introduces additional media evidence
thesis was to assess whether geographic correlations exist between fracking Class II permit prior to the injection of diesel fuels in the HF fluid or
in the watershed and significant differences in stream water quality. The
propping agents. The primary audience for these technical recommendations to challenge students. Witnesses include a veterinarian, chemists, community members, and
executives. Exhibits include electronic evidence of emails, mini depositions, pictures, press releases,
geographic focus was the Potomac River watershed, which is Washington,
is the EPA Regional offices directly implementing the existing UIC Class II
transcripts of Town Hall meeting, Facebook posts on online “microsites,” as well as impeachment
D.C.'s water source. A small percentage of the Potomac watershed lies in
Program requirements (40 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) parts 124 and
material for teams to strategically choose what to emphasize or downplay. The case is limited to four
West Virginia, where fracking has been occurring on an industrial scale since 144 through 147). Stakeholders and the public have recognized the
witnesses, for an efficient deposition or trial experience, but there is a rich variety of material to mine
2000, while the majority lies in Maryland and Northern Virginia, where no
importance of safely and responsibly managing unconventional oil and gas
in this entertaining case file. Another entry in Theresa D. Moore’s Trial by Fire® legal case series of
fracking has yet occurred. In summer 2015, 73 sites, mainly small streams development, including hydraulic fracturing. Many states have updated their well balanced cases, with modern facts and evidence meant to ignite in students the passion to
but also including samples from the main stem of the Potomac and its major oil and gas regulations and a variety of organizations have developed model vigorously fight for their client. McNamara’s unique issues of the environment and public policy
tributary the Shenandoah River, were sampled, and in summer 2016 an
guidelines and best practices. The EPA engaged with states, tribes, industry, encourage participants to consider storytelling aspects of presenting technical information drawing
decision-makers into a human understanding of events and scientific issues.
additional 15 sites in West Virginia were sampled. Parameters measured
and other stakeholders during the development of this document and
The US shale boom and efforts by other countries to exploit their shale resources could reshape
included specific conductance, pH, sulfate, 223Ra, 224Ra, 226Ra, and 228
reviewed best practices available at the time. The EPA used information
energy and environmental landscapes across the world. But how might those landscapes change?
Ra, Rn, Al, Ba, Cr, Fe, K, Mg, Mn, Na, and Sr. Mean and median
from these efforts to inform this guidance for the UIC program.
concentrations of 224Ra, Sr, Al, and sulfate in surface water as well as
An in-depth report on the potential risks and rewards of hydraulic fracturing Will countries with significant physical reserves try to exploit them? Will they protect or harm local
communities and the global climate? Will the benefits be shared or retained by powerful interests?
226Ra in sediment were significantly elevated in areas downstream of a
for shale gas detailing the latest reports, studies, facts and figures from
fracking well when compared to areas without a well. When comparing
around the world. Objective and non-partisan analysis of the arguments from And how will these decisions be made? The Shale Dilemma brings together experts working at the
forefront of shale gas issues on four continents to explain how countries reach their decisions on
results on a state-by-state level, Virginia, a region without fracking, was
all sides means readers can make up their own minds about the potential
shale development. Using a common analytical framework, the authors identify both local factors and
found to have significantly lower mean and median levels of Sr, 224Ra, and risks and purported rewards of the shale gas industry.Simple and concise
transnational patterns in the decision-making process. Eight case studies reveal the trade-offs each
226Ra than both West Virginia (which has fracking) and Maryland (which
Fracking: Risks & Rewards cuts through the legal, scientific, political and
country makes as it decides whether to pursue, delay, or block development. Those outcomes in turn
does not). Sr isotope analysis did not indicate a significant difference in
economic jargon to provide a comprehensive guide to the entire fracking
reflect the nature of a country’s political process and the power of interest groups on both sides of the
mean 87Sr/86Sr between the states but concentrations measured at several controversy.
issue. The contributors also ask whether the economic arguments made by the shale industry and its
sites in West Virginia were within the ranges expected of produced waters The Risks, Benefits, and Uncertainties of the Shale Revolution
government supporters have overshadowed the concerns of local communities for information on the
from the fracking process. One abnormally high isotope ratio was found in
Ecology, Theology, and the Pulpit
effects of shale operations, and for tax policies and regulations to ensure broad-based economic
Maryland. This study primarily analyzed geographic correlations, and there A scientific assessment of the environmental risks from hydraulic fracturing development and environmental protection. As an informative and even-handed account, The Shale
Dilemma recommends practical steps to help countries reach better, more transparent, and more farare a number of other potential explanations of these results such as
and fossil fuels
extractive industry history. This study is the first to suggest that fracking
A Field Philosopher's Guide to Fracking: How One Texas Town Stood Up to sighted decisions.
The Effects of Induced Hydraulic Fracturing on the Environment
and related activities are associated with widespread, statistically significant Big Oil and Gas
Commercial Demands vs. Water, Wildlife, and Human Ecosystems
differences in stream water quality. Future research should investigate
Fracking: A Reference Handbook
Energy Impacts
whether these patterns hold in other important watersheds affected by
Shale Oil and Shale Gas Resources
Governance, Planning, and Economic Impacts of the US Shale Boom
The objectives of this project are to develop and test new techniques for creating extensive,
fracking and explore the specific mechanisms of pollution transport.
The Shale Dilemma
conductive hydraulic fractures in unconventional tight gas reservoirs by statistically assessing the
This guidance provides technical recommendations for protecting
Up to Heaven and Down to Hell
productivity achieved in hundreds of field treatments with a variety of current fracturing practices
underground sources of drinking water (USDWs) from potential
In the past several years, some energy technologies that inject or extract fluid from the Earth, such
ranging from 'water fracs' to conventional gel fracture treatments; by laboratory measurements of the
endangerment posed by hydraulic fracturing (HF) activities where diesel
as oil and gas development and geothermal energy development, have been found or suspected to
fuels are used. The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) developed conductivity created with high rate proppant fracturing using an entirely new conductivity test - the cause seismic events, drawing heightened public attention. Although only a very small fraction of
'dynamic fracture conductivity test'; and by developing design models to implement the optimal
this guidance for EPA permit writers to ensure protection of USDWs in
injection and extraction activities among the hundreds of thousands of energy development sites
fracture treatments determined from the field assessment and the laboratory measurements. One of
accordance with the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA) and Underground
in the United States have induced seismicity at levels noticeable to the public, understanding the
the tasks of this project is to create an 'advisor' or expert system for completion, production and
Injection Control (UIC) regulatory authority. This authority is limited to
potential for inducing felt seismic events and for limiting their occurrence and impacts is desirable
stimulation of tight gas reservoirs. A central part of this study is an extensive survey of the
when diesel fuels are used in fluids or propping agents pursuant to oil, gas
productivity of hundreds of tight gas wells that have been hydraulically fractured. We have been
for state and federal agencies, industry, and the public at large. To better understand, limit, and
and geothermal activities. This document does not establish any new
doing an extensive literature search of the SPE eLibrary, DOE, Gas Technology Institute (GTI),
respond to induced seismic events, work is needed to build robust prediction models, to assess
permitting requirements for HF activities using diesel fuels, but describes
Bureau of Economic Geology and IHS Energy, for publicly available technical reports about
potential hazards, and to help relevant agencies coordinate to address them. Induced Seismicity
the EPA's interpretation of existing legal requirements as well as nonprocedures of drilling, completion and production of the tight gas wells. We have downloaded
Potential in Energy Technologies identifies gaps in knowledge and research needed to advance
binding recommendations for EPA permit writers to consider in applying UIC numerous papers and read and summarized the information to build a database that will contain field the understanding of induced seismicity; identify gaps in induced seismic hazard assessment
Class II1 regulations to HF when diesel fuels are used in fracturing fluids or treatment data, organized by geographic location, and hydraulic fracture treatment design data,
methodologies and the research to close those gaps; and assess options for steps toward best
propping agents. This document does not address geothermal activities. The organized by the treatment type. We have conducted experimental study on 'dynamic fracture
practices with regard to energy development and induced seismicity potential.
EPA expects that EPA UIC Program Directors, and the permit writers acting conductivity' created when proppant slurries are pumped into hydraulic fractures in tight gas sands. This book discusses everything you need to know about Natural Gas, including extraction,
Unlike conventional fracture conductivity tests in which proppant is loaded into the fracture
on their behalf, will follow the interpretation of the statutory term "diesel
refining, transportation, and safety. The information in this book will answer all questions you
artificially; we pump proppant/frac fluid slurries into a fracture cell, dynamically placing the
fuels" presented in this guidance document. They should also consider,
have regarding natural gas including: Where can natural gas be found? How do we extract
proppant just as it occurs in the field. From such tests, we expect to gain new insights into some of
although are not required to follow, the recommendations reflected in this
and refine natural gas? What are the environmental effects of fracking? How can we minimize
the critical issues in tight gas fracturing, in particular the roles of gel damage, polymer loading
guidance on how to apply the Class II regulations to HF activities using
flammability and explosions? How does the pipeline system work? How do we maintain the
(water-frac versus gel frac), and proppant concentration on the created fracture conductivity. To
diesel fuels when issuing permits for such activities under the federal UIC
achieve this objective, we have designed the experimental apparatus to conduct the dynamic fracture pipeline system?This book will also discuss the uses of other types of hydrocarbon fuels including
Program. Recommendations are consistent with the discretion accorded
conductivity tests. The experimental apparatus has been built and some preliminary tests have been diesel, biodiesel, and biomass. Table of Contents: 8.1 Overview of Hydrocarbon Fuels; 8.2
under the existing UIC Class II regulations, and reflect existing UIC
conducted to test the apparatus.
Overview of Natural Gas; 8.3 Finding and Extracting Raw Natural Gas;8. 4 Fracking Operations;
requirements for other well classes, voluntary industry standards, state
According to Live Science, in the year 2000 there were approximately 276,000 natural gas wells in 8.5 Refining Natural Gas; 8.6 Transporting and Storing Natural Gas; 8.7 Other Hydrocarbon
rules, and other model guidelines for HF. However, permit writers, acting on the United States. In 2010, that number soared to 510,000. The U.S. Energy Information
Energy Technologies; Appendix; Index.Chapter Topics:Chapter one provides an overview of
Administration states that fracking is most profitable in Texas and in the Marcellus Shale area, which hydrocarbon fuels. In this chapter you will learn about how hydrocarbon fuels are formed and the
behalf of the UIC Director have the discretion to consider alternative
approaches that are consistent with statutory and regulatory requirements. reaches from central New York to Ohio and down to Virginia. This timely volume explains what
different types of hydrocarbons which can be used as fuel.Chapter two provides an overview of
Decisions about permitting HF operations that use diesel fuels will be made fracking is, how the process works, and describes the benefits and the drawbacks of this energy
Natural Gas. In this chapter you will learn about the chemicals associated with natural gas and the
technology. Visually appealing presentations and compelling examples provide readers with context
on a case-by-case basis, considering the facts and circumstances of the
energy from natural gas. You will learn the advantages and disadvantages of natural gas.
and inspire critical thought about the way fracking affects the earth.
specific injection activity and applicable statutes, regulations and case law.
A small local dairy farmer is pitted against a large energy company in this civil case for negligence. Significant time is devoted to the hazards of natural gas, particularly fire and explosions.Chapter
Under the 2005 amendments to the SDWA, a UIC Class II permit must be
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three discusses how we can find and extract natural gas. Natural gas can be found in a variety of
Energy Technologies Explained Simply
Investigators with the House Committee on Energy and Commerce have discovered that oil and
locations, and each location requires special considerations for extraction. The options will be
Fracking, Freedom, and Community in an American Town
gas service companies conducting hydraulic fracturing for shale gas production used more than
discussed here.Chapter four discusses fracking. Fracking is a general term for using chemicals and A Global Perspective on Fracking and Shale Development
2500 fracturing products containing 750 chemicals, some of which are toxic and carcinogenic.
high pressure slurry to break apart rocks which trap pockets of natural gas. Fracking is commonly George P. Mitchell
This report lists every chemical disclosed by the industry, and reveals that some of the chemicals
used by industry, yet can cause severe harm to the environment, and many citizens are concerned. Understanding New Developments in Subsurface Production, Transmission, and Storage
remain proprietary and cannot be identified. According to the report: Hydraulic fracturing has
From a sociological perspective, it is generally assumed that actors in society will engage in collective action in
Therefore, we discuss fracking in great detail, including the process, the environmental impact,
helped to expand natural gas production in the United States, unlocking large natural gas supplies
order
to
meet
their
individual
needs
and
interests.
As
initially
argued
by
Bourdieu,
but
also
by
institutional
and possible options.Chapter five discusses the refining operation for natural gas. Raw natural gas
in shale and other unconventional formations across the country. As a result of hydraulic
theorists (Scott, 1995 ; Zucker, 1987), much of this engagement will be tacit and taken for granted. Although
contains numerous other chemicals, and must be significantly refined before the gas can be used.
fracturing and advances in horizontal drilling technology, natural gas production in 2010 reached
scholars stemming from a critical perspective highlight the hegemony of these explanations of coordinated action
This chapter explains all of the major processes for refining natural gas.Chapter six discusses the (Alvesson & Willmott, 2002 ; Willmott, 1993), they say little about the capacity of ordinary actors to mobilize
the highest level in decades. According to new estimates by the Energy Information
transportation and storage of natural gas. Mostly, this means the pipeline system spread
Administration (EIA), the United States possesses natural gas resources sufficient to supply the
their critical competencies in order to resist such hegemony. If one works from the premise that organizational
throughout the nation. Therefore this chapter discusses the three main pipeline systems: the
United States for approximately 110 years. As the use of hydraulic fracturing has grown, so have
actors dispose of critical competencies, how do they mobilize these in practice and what implications does this
Gathering System, the Transmission System, and the Distribution System. After a general overview mobilization have on our understanding of coordination and organizational processes more broadly ? This is one concerns about its environmental and public health impacts. One concern is that hydraulic
of the central questions posed by Boltanski and Thévenot when they embarked on the writing of On Justification fracturing fluids used to fracture rock formations contain numerous chemicals that could harm
of the pipeline systems, we then discuss pipeline construction, pipeline corrosion, pipeline
(1991, 2006), considered by some to be the most important sociological treatise in post-Bourdieu French
inspection, and compressors.In chapter six we also discuss an alternate method of transporting
human health and the environment, especially if they enter drinking water supplies. The
sociology (Baert & Carreira da Silva, 2010, p. 43). The articles in this volume explore how mobilizing Boltanski
natural gas: compressing gas into liquefied natural gas which can be shipped on trucks and ocean and Thévenot's economies of worth framework, and its associated concepts of justification, evaluation, and
opposition of many oil and gas companies to public disclosure of the chemicals they use has
vessels.Chapter seven takes us in a new direction, discussing a variety of other hydrocarbon fuels critique, help address questions regarding the premises and dynamics of coordinated action, both within and
compounded this concern. Last Congress, the Committee on Energy and Commerce launched an
and processes used for the creation of electrical power. Topics include: diesel, biodiesel, biomass, across organizations, and by so doing help advance our understanding of organizational processes more generally. investigation to examine the practice of hydraulic fracturing in the United States. As part of that
This multidisciplinary book covers a wide range of topics addressing critical challenges for advancing the
and cogeneration. This chapter concludes our discussions.In the Appendix you will find brief
inquiry, the Committee asked the 14 leading oil and gas service companies to disclose the types
understanding
and
management
of
shale
oil
and
shale
gas
resources.
Both
fundamental
and
practical
issues
are
explanations of terms and abbreviations commonly used by the Natural Gas Industry. The book is
and volumes of the hydraulic fracturing products they used in their fluids between 2005 and 2009
considered. By covering a variety of technical topics, we aim to contribute to building a more integrated
completed with an index which will help the reader find any topic easily.
and the chemical contents of those products. This report summarizes the information provided to
perspective to meet major challenges faced by shale resources. Combining complementary techniques and
Hydraulic fracturing, commonly referred to as “fracking,” is a technique used by the oil and gas examining multiple sources of data serve to advance our current knowledge about these unconventional
the Committee. Between 2005 and 2009, the 14 oil and gas service companies used more than
industry to mine hydrocarbons trapped deep beneath the Earth’s surface. The principles
2,500 hydraulic fracturing products containing 750 chemicals and other components. Overall,
reservoirs. The book is a result of interdisciplinary and collaborative work. The content includes contributions
these companies used 780 million gallons of hydraulic fracturing products - not including water
underlying the technology are not new. Fracking was first applied at the commercial level in the
authored by active scientists with ample expertise in their fields. Each article was carefully peer-reviewed by
researchers, and the editorial process was performed by an experienced team of Senior Editors, Guest Editors,
United States as early as 1947, and over the decades it has been applied in various countries
added at the well site - between 2005 and 2009. Some of the components used in the hydraulic
including Canada, the UK, and Russia. The author worked with engineering teams as early as the Topic Editors, and Editorial Board Members. The first part is devoted to fundamental topics, mostly investigated fracturing products were common and generally harmless, such as salt and citric acid. Some were
mid-1970s in evaluating ways to improve oil recovery from this practice. By and large fracking was on the laboratory scale. The second part elaborates on larger scales (at near-wellbore and field scales). Finally, two unexpected, such as instant coffee and walnut hulls. And some were extremely toxic, such as
related technologies, which could be relevant for shale plays applications, are presented. With this Special Issue,
not an economically competitive process and had limited applications until the early 2000s.
we provide a channel for sharing information and lessons learned collected from different plays and from different benzene and lead. Appendix A (included in this reproduction) lists each of the 750 chemicals and
Several factors altered the importance of this technology, among them being significant
other components used in hydraulic fracturing products between 2005 and 2009. This is a
disciplines.
technological innovations in drilling practices with impressive high tech tools for exploration, well Natural gas in deep shale formations, which can be developed by hydraulic fracturing and associated technologies privately authored news service and educational publication of Progressive Management. Our
construction and integrity, and recovery along with discoveries of massive natural gas reserves in (often collectively referred to as "fracking") is dramatically increasing production of natural gas in the United
publications synthesize official government information with original material - they are not
States,
where
significant
gas
deposits
exist
in
formations
that
underlie
many
states.
Major
deposits
of
shale
gas
exist
the United States and other parts of the world. These factors have catapulted the application of the
produced by the federal government. They are designed to provide a convenient user-friendly
in many other countries as well. Proponents of shale gas development point to several kinds of benefits, for
reference work to uniformly present authoritative knowledge that can be rapidly read, reviewed or
technology to what is best described as the gold rush of the 21st century, with exploration and
instance, to local economies and to national "energy independence". Shale gas development has also brought
natural gas plays proceeding at a pace that seemingly is unrivaled by any historical industrial
searched. Vast archives of important data that might otherwise remain inaccessible are available
increasing expression of concerns about risks, including to human health, environmental quality, non-energy
endeavor. But this level of activity has invoked widespread criticism from concerned citizens and economic activities in shale regions, and community cohesion. Some of these potential risks are beginning to
for instant review no matter where you are. This e-book format makes a great reference work and
environmental groups in almost every nation across the Globe. This outstanding new volume
educational tool. There is no other reference book that is as convenient, comprehensive,
receive careful evaluation; others are not. Although the risks have not yet been fully characterized or all of them
thoroughly researched, and portable - everything you need to know, from renowned experts you
offers the industry a handbook of environmental management practices that can mitigate risks to carefully analyzed, governments at all levels are making policy decisions, some of them hard to reverse, about
shale
gas
development
and/or
how
to
manage
the
risks.
Risks
and
Risk
Governance
in
Shale
Gas
Development
is
the environment and, through best practices and current technologies, to conform to the current
trust. For over a quarter of a century, our news, educational, technical, scientific, and medical
the summary of two workshops convened in May and August 2013 by the National Research Council's Board on
standards and regulations that are in place to provide the world with the energy it needs while
publications have made unique and valuable references accessible to all people. Our e-books put
Environmental Change and Society to consider and assess claims about the levels and types of risk posed by shale
knowledge at your fingertips, and an expert in your pocket!
avoiding environmental damage. For the new hire, veteran engineer, and student alike, this is a
gas development and about the adequacy of existing governance procedures. Participants from engineering,
one-of-a-kind volume, a must-have for anyone working in hydraulic fracturing.
natural, and social scientific communities examined the range of risks and of social and decision-making issues in This book analyzes the energy security of the United States – its ability to obtain reliable,
From the front lines of the fracking debate, a “field philosopher” explores one of our most
risk characterization and governance related to gas shale development. Central themes included risk governance affordable, and sufficient supplies of energy while meeting the goals of achieving environmental
divisive technologies. When philosophy professor Adam Briggle moved to Denton, Texas, he had in the context of (a) risks that emerge as shale gas development expands, and (b) incomplete or declining
sustainability and protecting national security. The economic and national security of the United
regulatory
capacity
in
an
era
of
budgetary
stringency.
This
report
summarizes
the
presentations
on
risk
issues
States is largely dependent upon fossil fuels, especially oil. Without significant changes to current
never heard of fracking. Only five years later he would successfully lead a citizens' initiative to ban
raised in the first workshop, the risk management and governance concepts presented at the second workshop,
hydraulic fracturing in Denton—the first Texas town to challenge the oil and gas industry. On his
practices and patterns of energy production and use, the domestic and global impacts – security,
and the discussions at both workshops.
journey to learn about fracking and its effects, he leaped from the ivory tower into the fray. In
Over roughly the past decade, oil and gas production in the United States has surged dramatically—thanks largely economic, and environmental – are expected to become worse over the coming decades.
Growing US and global energy demands need to be met and the anticipated impacts of climate
beautifully narrated chapters, Briggle brings us to town hall debates and neighborhood meetings to technological advances such as high-volume hydraulic fracturing, more commonly known as “fracking.”
where citizens wrestle with issues few fully understand. Is fracking safe? How does it affect the local This rapid increase has generated widespread debate, with proponents touting economic and energy-security
change must be avoided – all at an affordable price, while avoiding conflict with other nations
benefits and opponents highlighting the environmental and social risks of increased oil and gas production.
economy? Why are bakeries prohibited in neighborhoods while gas wells are permitted next to
that have similar goals. Bernell and Simon examine the current and prospective landscape of
Despite the heated debate, neither side has a monopoly on the facts. In this book, Daniel Raimi gives a balanced
American energy policy, from tax incentives and mandates at the federal and state level to
playgrounds? In his quest for answers Briggle meets people like Cathy McMullen. Her
and accessible view of oil and gas development, clearly and thoroughly explaining the key issues surrounding the
neighbors’ cows asphyxiated after drinking fracking fluids, and her orchard was razed to make
promote wind and solar power, to support for fracking in the oil and natural gas industries, to
shale revolution. The Fracking Debate directly addresses the most common questions and concerns associated
way for a pipeline. Cathy did not consent to drilling, but those who profited lived far out of
foreign policies designed to ensure that markets and cooperative agreements — not armies, navies
with fracking: What is fracking? Does fracking pollute the water supply? Will fracking make the United States
and rival governments — control the supply and price of energy resources. They look at the
harm’s way. Briggle's first instinct was to think about fracking—deeply. Drawing on
energy independent? Does fracking cause earthquakes? How is fracking regulated? Is fracking good for the
philosophers from Socrates to Kant, but also on conversations with engineers, legislators, and
variety of energy related challenges facing the United States and argue that public policies designed
economy? Coupling a deep understanding of the scholarly research with lessons from his travels to every major
industry representatives, he develops a simple theory to evaluate fracking: we should give those at U.S. oil- and gas-producing region, Raimi highlights stories of the people and communities affected by the shale to enhance energy security have at the same time produced greater insecurity in terms of fostering
revolution, for better and for worse. The Fracking Debate provides the evidence and context that have so
risk to harm a stake in the decisions we make, and we should monitor for and correct any
rising (and potentially unmet) energy needs, national security threats, economic vulnerability, and
frequently been missing from the national discussion of the future of oil and gas production, offering readers the
environmental dangers.
problems that arise. Finding this regulatory process short-circuited, with government and industry
tools to make sense of this critical issue.
alike turning a blind eye to symptoms like earthquakes and nosebleeds, Briggle decides to take
Petroleum engineers continue to need cost saving and environmentally sustainable products and
Chemicals Used in Hydraulic Fracturing
action. Though our field philosopher is initially out of his element—joining fierce activists like
methods for today’s hydraulic fracturing operations. Hydraulic Fracturing Chemicals and Fluid
Surfactants in Upstream E&P
"Texas Sharon," once called the "worst enemy" of the oil and gas industry—his story culminates in Contributions from French Pragmatist Sociology
Technology, Second Edition, continues to deliver an easy-to-use manual of fluid formulations to
an underdog victory for Denton, now nationally recognized as a beacon for citizens' rights at the The Energy Security Dilemma
meet specific job needs. Enhanced with more environmental aspects, this reference helps
Fracking
Freedom:
A
Comparative
Analysis
of
Gas
Drilling
in
Hurst,
Texas
epicenter of the fracking revolution.
engineers and fluid specialists select and use the appropriate chemicals for any hydraulic fracturing
A Multidisciplinary Exploration of North American Energy Development
A Reference Handbook
job. New information concerning nanotechnology applications such as wellbore sealant and
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proppants are added to enhance operations in a sustainable manner while saving on production chemicals lofted into the local air mass by well completion flaring must also be considered. About winning author and global energy expert, Daniel Yergin offers a revelatory new account of how energy revolutions,
climate battles, and geopolitics are mapping our future The world is being shaken by the collision of energy,
costs. Other updates include low recovery of fracturing water in shale, surfactants for waterless
the Author R. Perry Walker grew up in Wyoming, graduated from the University of Wyoming
climate change, and the clashing power of nations in a time of global crisis. Out of this tumult is emerging a new
hydraulic fracturing, and expanded produced water treatment. Rounding out with updated
with a B.Sc. in Physics and joined the U.S. Air Force the same year. He served in the Viet Nam
map of energy and geopolitics. The “shale revolution” in oil and gas has transformed the American economy,
references and patents for easy reference, Hydraulic Fracturing Chemicals and Fluid Technology, War and then elected to become a career officer. He earned an M.Sc. in Nuclear Reactor
ending the “era of shortage” but introducing a turbulent new era. Almost overnight, the United States has
Second Edition, gives engineers a critical guide on selecting better products to boost productions Engineering at the University of Lowell, Massachusetts. His military career involved research in a become the world's number one energy powerhouse. Yet concern about energy's role in climate change is
while strengthening environmental enhancement and consideration. Gain insight with new
variety of high-tech fields including infrared imaging, underground nuclear testing, and nuclear challenging the global economy and way of life, accelerating a second energy revolution in the search for a lowcarbon future. All of this has been made starker and more urgent by the coronavirus pandemic and the economic
information surrounding environmental contamination and produced water treatment methods weapons effects on optics in support of President Reagan's Space Defense Initiative. He holds a
Save on production costs with new nanoparticle-enhanced fluids and applications Eliminate
U.S. patent and has authored twenty-one classified technical papers about military technologies as dark age that it has wrought. World politics is being upended, as a new cold war develops between the United
guesswork with systematic approach to fluid technology organized by project need
well as eighteen public comment and analysis documents about air quality impacts from natural States and China, and the rivalry grows more dangerous with Russia, which is pivoting east toward Beijing.
Vladimir Putin and China's Xi Jinping are converging both on energy and on challenging American leadership, as
gas development in western Wyoming.
While energy has been extracted from the ground for two centuries, recent years have seen
China projects its power and influence in all directions. The South China Sea, claimed by China and the world's
transformative changes to how easy it is to access underground energy resources. This book
Fracking for gas trapped in shale could be a game changer in the quest to find alternatives to dirty most critical trade route, could become the arena where the United States and China directly collide. The map of
investigates the key challenges and legal consequences of recent developments in the use of the
fossil fuels, but it also has potential for harm. This book provides "one-stop shopping" for
the Middle East, which was laid down after World War I, is being challenged by jihadists, revolutionary Iran,
ethnic and religious clashes, and restive populations. But the region has also been shocked by the two recent oil
subsurface as a source of energy. It provides a comprehensive analysis of the new technologies that everyone who wants to know more about the issues. Offers a comprehensive, impartial
have made this possible, such as the extraction of unconventional oil and gas resources through understanding of unconventional natural gas development from many different perspectives by price collapses--and by the very question of oil's future in the rest of this century. A master storyteller and global
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing, also known as fracking. Further developments include experts in the field Draws from the findings of the most up-to-date research and discusses areas energy expert, Daniel Yergin takes the reader on an utterly riveting and timely journey across the world's new map.
He illuminates the great energy and geopolitical questions in an era of rising political turbulence and points to the
the expanded use of geothermal energy, which has the potential to beome a major renewable
where scientific findings are yet unclear Addresses fracking's potential effects on humans,
profound challenges that lie ahead.
energy source. The subsurface can also be utilised for long-term disposal or storage of
animals, and environmental factors including air quality, water quality, and climate change
This dissertation examines the interactions between social movement organizations and a variety of state and
environmentally harmful by-products of energy use, such as carbon capture and storage (CCS), Explains the economic, legal, regulatory, and ethical issues surrounding fracking Examines
municipal targets of movement activity during the construction of the Illinois Hydraulic Fracturing Regulatory Act
(HFRA). Hydraulic fracturing is a controversial method of oil and gas extraction which created an unusual
and disposal of spent nuclear fuel and other nuclear waste. Successful development of these
social and community issues and the industry perspective
amount of public interest and participation in policy construction. This dissertation provides an overview of the
technologies could enhance the use of fossil and nuclear energy by reducing the harm caused by When Fracking Comes to Town traces the response of local communities to the shale gas
the release of greenhouse gases and harmful radiation. The authors bring together a wide variety of revolution. Rather than cast communities as powerless to respond to oil and gas companies and political environment in Illinois during the legislative negotiations for the HFRA, outlining the playing field of
political negotiations, and the relative positioning of social movement actors competing for influence in that field.
expertise and knowledge to examine the legal implications of the development and control of
their landmen, it shows that communities have adapted their local rules and regulations to meet Additionally, I examine the causes and consequences of conflict between coalition partners opposed to fracking,
these underground activities. They provide an invaluable understanding of the legal frameworks the novel challenges accompanying unconventional gas extraction through fracking. The
focusing on the impact of differential resources, expertise, and institutional legitimacy. Using data from interviews
applicable to the extraction of underground energy, both at the international level and in a
multidisciplinary perspectives of this volume's essays tie together insights from planners, legal
with organization leaders from industry and environmental coalitions, key informants from government bureaus,
number of important national jurisdictions. Importantly, the book analyses the different
scholars, political scientists, and economists. What emerges is a more nuanced perspective of shale and participant observation at public meetings, my research contributes to the political process literature by
regulatory responses to these developments across five continents, and assesses in detail the
gas development and its impacts on municipalities and residents. Unlike many political debates elaborating the heterogeneity of the state’s interests in political challenges and revealing cleavages within social
environmental impact of new energy extraction technologies.
that cast fracking in black-and-white terms, this book's contributors embrace the complexity of movement coalitions.
The purpose of this thesis is to educate people about the natural gas drilling industry and the process used to
Underground Injection Control Program
local responses to fracking. States adapted legal institutions to meet the new challenges posed by harvest natural gas, hydro-fracturing, also known as fracking. Many natural gas drilling sites are being sited in close
Fracking: Environmental Protection and Development of Unconventional Oil and Gas
this energy extraction process while under-resourced municipal officials and local planning offices proximity to homes, schools, and agriculture, sometimes within 300-1500 feet. This thesis offers information about
Resources
found creative ways to alleviate pressure on local infrastructure and reduce harmful effects of
how natural gas is located, how natural gas wells are sited, and the types of chemicals are used during the drilling
and production process. This thesis also defines environmental justice, explores past instances of environmental
fracking on the environment. The essays in When Fracking Comes to Town tell a story of
Hydrofracking
injustices, and argues that natural gas drilling is an environmental issue that may adversely affect the health and wellcommunity resilience with the rise and decline of shale gas production. Contributors: Ennio
Fracking
being of humans, non-human animals and nature. To illustrate my points, this thesis focuses on the Barnett Shale
Piano, Ann M. Eisenberg, Pamela A. Mischen, Joseph T. Palka, Jr., Adelyn Hall, Carla Chifos,
Investigating the Potential Risk of Hydraulic Fracturing Technology to the Potomac River
in North Texas and the City of Hurst, Texas, as the City Council considered approving gas drilling permits inside
Teresa Córdova, Rebecca Matsco, Anna C. Osland, Carolyn G. Loh, Gavin Roberts, Sandeep
Watershed
their city limits.
Kumar Rangaraju, Frederick Tannery, Larry McCarthy, Erik R. Pages, Mark C. White, Martin
The New Map
US Policy and Practice
This book provides a systematic scientific approach to the understanding of hydraulic fracturing Romitti, Nicholas G. McClure, Ion Simonides, Jeremy G. Weber, Max Harleman, Heidi Gorovitz The Human and Environmental Impact of Fracking: How Fracturing Shale for Gas Affects Us and Our World
Risks and Risk Governance in Shale Gas Development
(fracking) as a hydrocarbon extraction technology and its impact on the environment. The book Robertson
What Everyone Needs to Know
Fracking, Sustainability, and an Unorthodox Quest to Save the Planet
addresses research from the past decade to assess how fracking can affect air, water, landscapes
McNamara v. Energy Dynamics, Inc.
Hydraulic Fracturing Operations
and ecosystems, and presents the subject in the context of the history of fracking and shale gas
The Law of Energy Underground
development in the United States, describing what is known and not known about environmental Case File
Using the new C3 Framework for Social Studies Standards, these books explore environmentalism
Hydraulic Fracturing Chemicals and Fluids Technology
impacts, and the broader implications of fossil energy use, climate change, and technology
through the lenses of History, Geography, Civics, and Economics. In Drilling and Fracking, the text and
development. In 9 chapters, the author lays out how and why hydraulic fracturing was developed, Induced Seismicity Potential in Energy Technologies
photos look at the history, basic philosophies, and geography of this environmental issue. As they read,
what driving forces existed at the beginning of the so-called "shale revolution", how success was
Handbook of Environmental Management Practices
students will develop questions about the text, and use evidence from a variety of sources in order to
Constantly
in
the
news
and
the
subject
of
much
public
debate,
fracking,
as
it
is
known
for
short,
is
one
of
the
most
achieved, and when and why public acceptance of the technology changed. The intended
form conclusions. Data-focused backmatter is included, as well as a bibliography, glossary, and index.
promising
yet
controversial
methods
of
extracting
natural
gas
and
oil.
Today,
90
percent
of
natural
gas
wells
use
audience is scientific people who are concerned about fracking, but perhaps do not know all that
The pipelines used for hydraulic fracturing (aka. "fracking") are often operating at a pressure above
fracking. Though highly effective, the process-which fractures rock with pressurized fluid-has been criticized for 10000psi and thus are highly susceptible to Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC). This is primarily due to the
much about it. It is also intended for lay people who would be interested in understanding the
polluting land, air, and water, and endangering human health. A timely addition to Oxford's What Everyone
process of carrying out fracturing at a shale gas site, where the hydraulic fracturing fluid is pumped
technical details of the process and what effects it might or might not be having on the
Needs to Know series, Hydrofracking tackles this contentious topic, exploring both sides of the debate and
through these pipes at very high pressure in order to initiate fracture in the shale formation. While the
environment. The book is written at a level that is both understandable and technically correct. A providing a clear guide to the science underlying the technique. In concise question-and-answer format, Alex
fracturing fluid is typically more than 99% water, other components are used to perform various
further goal is to give some useful insights even to experienced petroleum geologists and engineers Prud'homme cuts through the maze of opinions and rhetoric to uncover key points, from the economic and
functions during the fracturing process. Research into the occurrence of SCC reveals that SCC is
political benefits of fracking to the health dangers and negative effects on the environment. Prud'homme offers
who have been doing fracking for many years.
engendered by a number of factors, of which two main contributors are stress in the pipe steel and a
This book is a detailed autobiographical account of Walker's decade of science-based challenges clear answers to a range of fundamental questions, including: What is fracking fluid? How does it impact water
particular type of corrosive environment in contact with the pipeline in the service setting. The variety of
supplies? Who regulates the industry? How much recoverable natural gas exists in the U.S.? What new
of natural gas development activities in the Jonah Field, Pinedale Anticline Field, and proposed
fracturing fluid formulas which could be used and the insufficient reported information about the
innovations are on the horizon? Supporters as diverse as President Obama and the conservative billionaire T.
Wyoming Range fields located in Sublette County, Wyoming. This story exposes the intense
Boone Pickens have promoted natural gas as a clean, "21st-century" fuel that will reduce global warming, create
fracturing fluid chemistry makes it very important to carry out analysis to ensure the integrity of the
political interagency conflicts that constantly impeded meaningful regulatory actions to address jobs, and provide tax revenues, but concerns remain, with environmental activists like Bill McKibben and others pipelines used for this process. The current research described here is focused on the evaluation of the
growing hydrocarbon and ozone air pollution from natural gas drilling and production. The
leading protests to put an end to fracking as a means of obtaining alternative energy. Prud'homme considers ways susceptibility of low alloy steel (AISI 4340) to stress corrosion cracking in different environments as it
to improve methods in the short-term, while also exploring the possibility of transitioning to more sustainable
purpose of this book is to articulate a warning. The oil and gas industry is adept at the art of
relates to hydraulic fracturing fluid chemistry and operating conditions. These different environments are
resources-wind,
solar,
tidal,
and
perhaps
nuclear
power-for
the
long
term.
Written
for
general
readers,
maneuver to gain support of local and higher politicians. Furthermore, regulatory legerdemain is
achieved by varying the solution pH, the pH adjusting agent and the applied stress. Electrochemistry and
Hydrofracking clearly explains both the complex science of fracking and the equally complex political and
a skillful art practiced by state and federal regulators who seek to appear environmentally
stress measurements showed that at near neutral pH solution, AISI 4340 showed a higher SCC
economic issues that surround it, giving readers all the information they need to understand what will no doubt
susceptibility in solutions where Na2CO3 was used as the pH adjusting than in solutions where NaOH
proactive but who actually favor developers. Finally, when presented with new science, they
remain a contentious issue for years to come. What Everyone Needs to Know is a registered trademark of
was used as the pH adjusting agent. Scanning electron microscopy and Auger electron spectroscopy was
perfunctorily dismiss it. Walker's approach is unique as he applies his former U.S. Air Force
Oxford University Press.
used to analyze the oxide film in solution with the two pH adjusting agents at a pH of 7. Depth profiles of
professional science experience to the role of independent unfunded citizen scientist. He reveals A Wall Street Journal besteller and a USA Today Best Book of 2020 Named Energy Writer of the Year for The
that while national concern over fracking practices has focused on ground water damage, fracking New Map by the American Energy Society “A master class on how the world works.” —NPR Pulitzer Prize- the passive film formed in a solution with pH adjusted to 7 using NaOH pH adjusting agent suggests the
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presence of a complex, FeOCl, which dissolves actively and thus reduces the SCC susceptibility of AISI
4340 in this environment. It is inferred from the SEM image of AISI 4340 material after testing and stress
measurements showed that low alloy steel is more susceptible to SCC in solutions with Na2CO3 as the
pH adjusting agent than solutions with NaOH pH adjusting agent especially at near neutral pH. Whereas,
at high pH environment AISI 4340 showed a higher SCC susceptibility in solution with NaOH as the pH
adjusting agent.
Fracking - hydraulic fracturing of porous rock to enhance the extraction of fossil fuels - was first
attempted in the mid-20th century, but has only recently been adopted as a viable source of
hydrocarbons. This volume in the Issues series examines the technology, and its potential environmental
implications.
Drilling and Fracking
Natural Gas and Other Hydrocarbon Technologies Explained Simply
Energy, Climate, and the Clash of Nations
Cancer and Health Risks from Underground Injection Natural Gas Production, Marcellus Shale Gas
Fracking and Hydrofrac - House Committee Report
Fracturing Illinois
Creation-Crisis Preaching
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